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Abstract—Rendezvous & Docking will be an essential part for
many future spaceflight activities, like manned or unmanned
exploration of the Moon or Near Earth Objects (NEOs), a
Mars Sample Return mission, as well as On-Orbit Servicing or
Space Debris Removal activities. While autonomy is expected
to play a major role in future Rendezvous & Docking, human
operators on the ground will still perform either real-time
monitoring or actual control of the interceptor vehicle during
its final approach. In order to enable the operator to perform
these functions effectively and safely, a proximity operations
Head-Up Display (HUD) was designed, providing attitude and
trajectory prediction information in a number of different
attitude projections, coordinate systems and display methods.
The different configurations were compared in user studies to
evaluate their performance in a number of test scenarios. The
results show that an attitude HUD is a valuable addition to a
teleoperation man-machine interface, with the outside-in
attitude representation showing the greatest benefit for operator efficiency. The choice of coordinate system however has a
small effect on the quality of target relative position estimates.
Operators perform marginally better using a reference system
based on the local horizontal plane than with one using the
orbital plane. The different trajectory prediction display
methods evaluated cause no measurable difference in maneuver guidance efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rendezvous & Docking1 (RVD) is an enabling capability
for many future space exploration activities, such as a Mars
Sample Return Mission [1] or the further human or robotic
exploration of Moon, Near Earth Objects (NEOs) or Mars.
A flexible and adaptive RVD capability is furthermore
quintessential for future On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) and
space debris removal activities2.
Automated RVD has been routinely practiced by the Russian Soyuz/Progress craft, the ESA Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV) and the JAXA H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV)
on their supply runs to the International Space Station (ISS),
and Mir and Salyut before that [2, 3]. Beyond space station
operations, robotic demonstrator missions like ETS-VII,
XSS-10 and -11, as well as Orbital Express have proven the
technical feasibility of autonomous RVD and proximity
operations in an OOS context [4–7].
However, on all these missions the target objects have to a
certain degree been of a cooperative nature, mostly by
having a stable attitude in space and by providing the
approaching interceptor’s Guidance, Navigation and Control
(GNC) system with surface markings solely dedicated to the
purpose of relative navigation [8]. In any OOS application
within the environment of today’s satellite population, the
target objects will not be equipped with markings of that
kind and will – in the case of space debris removal – probably be in a tumbling motion. RVD operations with these
target objects will therefore be challenging for automated
systems and will most likely require a high degree of human
involvement. This can either be human monitoring and
commanding in the case of supervised autonomy or actual
real-time guidance and control in the case of real-time
teleoperation (RTTO) or telepresence [9]. In any of these
scenarios, the human operator must be provided with
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1

In this paper, the term “docking” is being summarily used instead of
differentiating between “docking” and “capture & berthing”.
2
Space debris removal and On-Orbit Servicing will in this paper be
summarized under the term “On-Orbit Servicing“, since object maneuvering and de-orbiting can be classified as an OOS activity.
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ssufficient infoormation to acchieve Situatioon Awareness (SA).
SA is definedd as “[…] the pperception of the elements in the
eenvironment w
within a volume of time annd space, the compprehension off their meaniing, and the projection off their
sstatus in the nnear future.” [110]

desscribes to whhat extent thee HUD is addapted reflectiing
expperiment resullts and the reequirements of the Third E
Eye
situuation awarenness enhancem
ment system. Finally, concclusionns are given rregarding the usability of ddifferent configguratiions of proxim
mity operationss HUDs.

F
For RVD and proximity operations, thhis means thaat the
ooperator must be providedd informationn about “his own”
oorientation annd motion, as w
well as data reegarding the m
motion
iin relation to the target, inn order to be able to safelly and
eefficiently moonitor and com
mmand approaach maneuverss. The
eessential know
wledge aboutt ownship mootion is the current
aattitude in refference to an iintuitively com
mprehensible refereence system, as well as thhe future trajeectory generatted by
m
maneuver com
mmands. In orrder to providee this knowleddge to
tthe operator, aan experimenttal proximity ooperations Heaad-Up
D
Display (HUD
D) was designeed and implem
mented.

2. THE PRO
OXIMITY OP
PERATIONS HEAD-UP
DISPPLAY
Thiis section provvides a brief ooverview of thhe general desiign
andd implementattion of the exxperimental proximity
p
opeerationns HUD used iin the evaluatiion experimennts [12].
Thee HUD providdes both an atttitude display and a trajectoory
prediction displaay. Different variants
v
of attiitude represenntationns, coordinate reference sysstems and trajeectory predictiion
dispplays are im
mplemented foor experimenttal use in uuser
studdies.

T
This experim
mental HUD w
was used in oour user studdies to
eevaluate different methods of representinng attitude datta and
ddisplay trajecctory predictioons. The mainn purpose of these
sstudies was too identify the H
HUD configurration which w
will be
iimplemented in the Thirdd Eye situatiion awarenesss enhhancement system (refer to section 7 andd [11]), as welll as to
iidentify areas of interest forr further researrch.

Attiitude represenntations
Thee ownship attiitude is represeented as eitherr an “inside-ouut”
or aan “outside-inn” display (seee Figure 1). W
With an inside-oout
dispplay, the attituude scales aree rotated arounnd a fixed vesssel
sym
mbol, reflectinng the environnment rotationn from a piloot’s
point of view durring a maneuvver. In an outsside-in displayy, a
vesssel symbol iis moved witthin fixed atttitude scales, to
represent the vessel’s motionn from an obsserver’s point of
w [13]. Both representatioons have beenn shown to haave
view
advvantages and disadvantagess in aviation and underwaater
robbotics [13, 14]], but to the kn
knowledge of tthe authors haave

T
This paper prrovides a brieef description of the design and
iimplementatioon of the HUD
D itself (sectioon 2), as well as the
eexperiment seetup (section 33). It then procceeds to providde the
eevaluation expperiment resuults for the attiitude HUD (seection
44), the referennce system coomparison (secction 5), as well
w as
ffor the trajectoory predictionn HUD (sectionn 6). Section 7 then

Figure 1 - Inside-out aand outside-in
n attitude representations
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nnot been tested in space teleerobotics.

possitive in clockw
wise directionn.

Coordinate Reeference Systeems

Traajectory Predicction Displayss

T
The proximitty operations HUD providdes three refeerence
ccoordinate syystems, based on the orbittal plane, the local
hhorizon, and tthe direction vvector of the taarget.

In oorder to allow
w the operatorr to understannd the effect his
guidance commaands have on the relative ttrajectory of tthe
spaacecraft, three versions of a trajectory prrediction displlay
are provided. Thiis is of particuular importancce for teleoperrated m
maneuvers unnder the impacct of time delayy. The trajectoory
itseelf is forwardd-propagated uusing the Cloohessy-Wiltshhire
(CW
W) equations [15].
[

IIn the orbit reference
r
systtem the referrence plane aagainst
w
which pitch annd roll angles are measured is the orbital pplane.
T
The referencee x axis and thherefore both 00° yaw and 0°° pitch
iis the directioon of flight (which
(
coinciides with the orbit
ttangent for ciircular orbits)). The y axis points radiallly tow
wards Earth, the z axis com
mpletes the riight-handed cooordinnate system.

Thiis approach reestricts the usability of the HUD system
m to
neaar-circular orbbits and quasi--impulsive maaneuvering. T
This
resttriction is accceptable for tthe studies conducted in tthe
couurse of this research.
r
For further usabiility, the system
wouuld be modifiied to use derrivatives of thhe CW equatioons
for elliptical orbiits [16] or evenn an orbit proppagator.

T
The referencee plane of the horizon referrence system is the
llocal horizonttal plane, the x axis is aggain defined bby the
ddirection of flight.
f
The z aaxis is pointinng radially towards
E
Earth, the y-axxis completes the coordinatee system.

Thee interceptor’s position annd velocity inn relation to tthe
targget is continuuously updatedd and fed intoo the CW equuationns. While in rreal applicatioons this data would originnate
from
m on-board ssensors, such as laser ranggefinders or L
LIDA
ARs, for the eexperimental system it is pprovided by tthe
sim
mulation enviroonment. The pprediction periiod can be preeset
in a configurationn file. It was set to 1000 s for these expeerimennts. The resuulting trajectoory is then plotted
p
in thrree
diffferent displayss (see Figure 22).

T
The docking reference sysstem is designned for close--range
pproximity opeerations and fi
final approach,, when the tarrget is
tthe main refference for nnavigation. Itss principal x axis
ttherefore poinnts along the interceptor-taarget vector, w
which
aalong with thhe interceptor body y axis (pointing alonng the
lleft spacecrafft wing) definnes the refereence plane. Inn this
rreference systtem, no roll anngles can thereefore be measuured.
IIn all referennce systems, the pitch angle is positivve for
““upward” pitcching of the spacecraft,
s
roll and yaw aree both

Thee 2D trajectorry prediction depicts the trrajectory in tw
wo
plannar views dissplayed alongsside the attituude HUD. Theese
view
ws show the orbital plane edge-on from
m the side for tthe

ure 2 – Trajecctory predictiion display vaariants
Figu
3

dessktop computeer. The video is projected oonto a 192 cm
mx
1055 cm screen w
with 1280 x 7720 pixels resoolution. The ttest
parrticipants are sseated with theeir eyes approox. 1.5 m in froont
of the screen. T
The computerr is equippedd with a Saittek
Cybborg Evo Forrce joystick annd a 3DConnnexion SpaceE
Explorer for input ddevices.

oout-of-plane m
motion, as well as from aboove for the in--plane
ttrajectory.
T
The 3D displlays show thhe trajectory pprediction in a 3D
pprojection in place of the attitude HUD
D. In the 3D
D orbit
ddisplay the traajectory is shoown in the fixed orbital refeerence
ssystem. This display
d
does thherefore not visualize
v
intercceptor
sspacecraft mootion. The 3D vvessel predictiion display usses the
bbody coordinaate frame of tthe interceptoor which is rootating
w
with the spaceecraft during attitude maneuvers. The poosition
oof the target object
o
indicatoor, as well as tthe predicted ttrajecttory, are thereefore rotated aaround the ownnship symbol as the
iinterceptor atttitude changess.

from Orbiter by
Atttitude and poosition data iss extracted fr
anoother custom module
m
whichh uses the funnctionality of tthe
Datta Distributionn System (DD
DS) by RealT
Time Innovatioons
(RT
TI). Using DD
DS, the data was publishedd to a Simuliink
dataa-logging moodel. While thhis setup facillitates the trannsmisssion of the data via Ethernnet and thereffore data-loggiing
on a remote com
mputer, the ddata-logger w
was run in bacckmulation compputer for thesee experiments.
groound on the sim

SSimulation Ennvironment
IIn order to keeep the effort reequired to impplement and teest the
H
HUD at a minnimum, the O
Orbiter spacefl
flight simulatoor was
uused. Orbiterr was develooped at Univversity College in
L
London, UK for spaceflighht simulation and
a educationn [17].
A
Although not open-source, it is availablee for free dow
wnload
aand provides an applicatioon programminng interface (API).
(
U
Using this, ussers can add sspacecraft andd subsystems to the
ssimulation ennvironment annd create misssion scenarioss. The
pproximity opeerations HUD was thereforee implementedd as a
m
module for O
Orbiter and alll experimentss were also iimplem
mented in scennarios using thhis software (ssee Figure 3).

Thee evaluation experiments were divided innto three separrate
expperiment seriees. Series I teested the geneeral utility of an
attitude HUD forr space operatiions, as well aas the differencces
in uuser performaance in attitudee maneuveringg and estimatiion
of rrelative positioons generated by the inside--out and outsiddein aattitude repressentations. Serries II tested tthe impact of tthe
orbbit and horizonn reference sysstems on estim
mation of relatiive
possitions for appproach maneuvvers. The subj
bject of series III
wass the usability of the trajectoory predictionn modes.
Thee participants for each serries were reccruited from tthe
studdents and reseearchers at TU
U Munich’s Innstitute of Asttronauutics (LRT). T
The reasoningg behind this selection is thhat
thiss group repreesents the poool from whiich operators of
futuure teleroboticc space system
ms will most llikely be recruuit-

3. EXPER
RIMENT SET
TUP
O
Orbiter and thhe HUD moduule are run on a Windows 7 office

Figure 3 – Screenshott from Orbiteer showing th
he outside-in H
HUD and multiple target oobjects for maaneuvering
experimentss.
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ed: aged 20-60, with technical education and above-average
experience using computers and simulation systems. The
participants were all male, aged between 25 and 57. Their
average spaceflight simulation experience, subjectively
rated between 1 (low) and 5 (high), was between 1.73 and
2.00 for the three series. Average flight simulation experience ranged between 2.10 and 2.91. The input device
experience was only asked for in series I. Its average value
was 3.00 for the joystick and 1.55 for the SpaceExplorer.

Success Rate

Series I
Attitude Correction Success Rate
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Inside‐
Outside‐
No HUD
Out HUD
In HUD
Attitude
27%
82%
73%
Correction

4. ATTITUDE HUD EVALUATION RESULTS
Experiment series I had 11 participants. Each of these had to
complete three tasks: an attitude correction task, a series of
attitude maneuvers and a series of relative position estimations. For each of these tasks success/failure, the time to
complete the task, as well as the cumulative magnitude of
the control input was logged. This magnitude is a representation of the intensity of the commanded thrust maneuvers,
and thus propellant consumption. By multiplying the completion time and the control input magnitude a number
indicating total expended impulse is computed. In addition
to these objective measures, the participants also answered a
number of questions. These concerned the participants’
confidence about their orientation in space and the direction
in which they had to steer, their ability to control the spacecraft rotation rates, as well as the required concentration for
the control task. At completion of the experiment series, the
participants were further asked which HUD they preferred
in the attitude correction and maneuvering tasks, as well as
the relative position estimation task.

Figure 4 – Series I: Attitude correction success rate
vers representative of the experiment tasks. At the end of the
training, each participant had to select the input device he
would use for the experiment. 73% opted for the joystick,
27% chose the SpaceExplorer. This distribution was expected, given the low familiarity the participants professed
with the six-axis input device.
In the attitude correction task, the spacecraft was initially in
an arbitrary attitude with the Earth outside the field-of-view
(FOV). The participants had to return the spacecraft to a 0°
roll, 0° pitch, 0° yaw attitude in the horizon reference
system. This means that it was to point in the direction of
flight, with the x-y body plane parallel to the local horizon-

Series I
Time to Complete Correction Maneuver
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Inside‐
Outside‐
No HUD
Out HUD
In HUD
Max.
330
294
231
Min.
117
46
41
Mean

255

142

Total Impulse [s]

Maneuver Time [s]

Prior to the actual experiment run, the participants individually completed approx. 20 minutes of training, during which
they were introduced to the different HUD modes as well as
the input devices and had to complete a number of maneu-

Series I
Total Impulse

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Max.

13.55

Inside‐Out
HUD
7.50

Min.

1.52

0.45

0.19

Mean

6.19

2.51

1.45

No HUD

115.13

Figure 5 – Series I: Measured completion times [s] for
attitude correction maneuver

Outside‐In
HUD
5.89

Figure 6 – Series I: Total impulse [s] required for the
attitude correction maneuver
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1400

Series I
Maneuver Time per Success

1200
1000
Time [s]

Success Rate

Series I
Individual Maneuver Success Rate

800
600
400
200

Max.

Inside‐Out
HUD
33%

Outside‐In
HUD
83%

Min.

17%

17%

Mean

21%

65%

0

Figure 7 – Series I: Attitude maneuver success rates

Max.

Inside‐Out
HUD
1232.00

Outside‐In
HUD
1305.00

Min.

250.50

101.00

Mean

827.00

283.26

Figure 8 – Series I: Maneuver time [s] per successful
attitude maneuver
The mean success rate in the attitude maneuver series is
given in Figure 7. Its average over all participants is 21%
for the inside-out HUD and 65% for the outside-in HUD.

tal plane. The tolerance bands were ±5° in pitch and yaw
and ±2.5° in roll. The participants had to accomplish this
task once without HUD assistance, then with each of the
inside-out and outside-in HUDs.

This indication of higher utility of the outside-in representation is reinforced by the statistics for maneuver time (see
Figure 8) and total impulse (see Figure 9) per successful
maneuver. These are determined by dividing the time and
impulse spent by each participant for the complete maneuver series by the number of successful maneuvers. The
mean time spent for each successful maneuver using the
outside-in HUD is about 1/3 that for the inside-out HUD.

Figure 4 shows the average success rates for the three
situations. Without the HUD, only 27% of correction
maneuvers were successful, whereas the use of the insideout HUD or the outside-in HUD improved operator performance to 82% and 72%. This jump in performance is also
evident for the average time to complete a successful maneuver (Figure 5), as well as the total impulse spent during a
successful maneuver (Figure 6). The total impulse is here
defined as the product of cumulative control input magnitude and time to complete, and is therefore given in seconds.
Both the time and the impulse required for a successful
attitude correction is substantially lower with an HUD than
without it. This clearly shows the utility of an attitude HUD
for teleoperated attitude maneuvering.

Total Impulse [s]

Series I
Total Impulse per Success

The data also indicates better operator performance with the
outside-in HUD as compared to the inside-out HUD. This
trend is weak and must therefore be confirmed in the second
test of the series.
In the attitude maneuvering task, the participants had to
achieve six different attitudes in series. A maneuver was
considered successful if the operator managed to keep the
spacecraft within ±5° of pitch/yaw and ±2.5° in roll angle of
the commanded attitude for the duration of 5 s.

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Max.

Of the data obtained by testing the 11 participants, one
participant’s data set had to be discarded for the outside-in
test, since it was discovered after the experiment series that
the Simulink data logger had experienced memory issues.

Inside‐Out HUD
188.62

Outside‐In HUD
85.22

Min.

3.83

0.62

Mean

40.20

12.62

Figure 9 – Series I: Total impulse expense [s] per successful attitude maneuver
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and marking in what quadrant of the picture the target is
situated. Apparently the HUD confused the participants so
that 27% for the inside-out and 55% for the outside-in
display were overwhelmed by this task.

Using the outside-in HUD the participants furthermore used
on average 31% of the impulse required with the inside-out
HUD. It can therefore be stated that an outside-in attitude
presentation enables the operator to show superior performance in attitude maneuvering compared to using an insideout HUD.

Another cause for confusion within the body-fixed system
seems to be the presence of Earth within the FOV. When
Earth is not within view, the participants judge the target
position correctly in 91% using the inside-out display, and
82% using the outside-in display (see Figure 11). This
indicates better operator performance if the HUD is the only
attitude reference available. However, without Earth as a
natural reference, none of the participants was able to
position the target within the orbital coordinate system using
the inside-out HUD, while 36% were successful with the
outside-in HUD.

The third experiment in series I addressed the question
whether a difference exists between inside-out and outsidein displays for the task of judging a target’s position in
relation to the interceptor’s body coordinate system as well
as to the local orbital system. For this purpose, the participants were confronted by four scenarios in which a target
object was within close range of the interceptor. The four
cases were defined by whether or not the Earth was within
the FOV, and by using the inside-out or outside-in HUD.
Using the visual information only, the participants had to
judge the target’s relative position within the body-fixed and
orbital coordinate frames and mark it qualitatively in the
questionnaire.

Experiment series I therefore showed that an attitude HUD
significantly increases operator performance during attitude
maneuvers. Furthermore, an outside-in representation is
superior in performance compared to an inside-out attitude
display, in that it enables the operator to perform attitude
maneuvers more successfully and efficiently. For estimating
relative spacecraft positions, the outside-in display is of
higher utility when the orbital coordinate system is used as a
reference. Since this coordinate system is used for maneuver
planning during proximity operations, this therefore shows
that the outside-in HUD is the superior attitude representation for a proximity operations HUD. These results backed
by the objective data are furthermore supported by the
experiment questionnaire. At the end of the experiment
series, the participants were asked which HUD they preferred in attitude correction/maneuvering and position
estimation tasks, and which HUD was easier to use in each
of these tasks (see Figure 12). For attitude maneuvering, the

With Earth in view, the inside-out HUD allowed the participants to correctly judge the target’s position in the bodyfixed coordinate system in 73% of the cases, compared to
45% using the outside-in system (compare Figure 10). The
opposite performance is evident for the position in the local
orbital coordinate system. The outside-in HUD intuitively
depicts the interceptor’s attitude within the orbital coordinate system. The participants thus find it easier to estimate
the targets’ relative positions within this system.
The overall low performance with the body-fixed coordinate
system, as well as the difference between the HUDs however forms a surprise. The relative position in the body-fixed
system can be discerned by looking at the simulator image

Series I
Relative Position Estimation Success
Rate: Horizon out of Sight
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Body
Local
‐fixed
Orbit
Inside‐Out HUD
91%
0%
Outside‐In HUD
82%
36%

Outside‐In HUD

45%

Success Rate

Success Rate

Series I
Relative Position Estimation Success
Rate: Horizon in Sight
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Body
Local
‐fixed
Orbit
Inside‐Out HUD
73%
27%
73%

Figure 10 – Series I: Relative position estimation success
rates with Earth horizon in FOV

Figure 11 – Series I: Relative position estimation success
rates with Earth horizon not in FOV
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Percentage

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Series I
Participant Responses

Inside‐Out HUD

Preference:
attitude
18%

Preference:
position
45%

Ease of use:
attitude
9%

Ease of use:
position
45%

Outside‐In HUD

64%

27%

73%

9%

Indifferent

18%

27%

18%

45%

Figure 12 – Series I: Participant Responses concerning HUD preference and ease-of-use
ward/aft, left/right), as well as in relation to the interceptor’s
local orbital plane (above/below or within the plane), and
mark the positions on the questionnaire. Figures 14 – 16
show the statistics of these estimations separately for inplane position component, out-of-plane position component,
as well as the total position estimation. In order for the total
position estimate to be correct, both the in-plane and out-ofplane components must be estimated correctly.

outside-in HUD was strongly preferred and considered to be
easier to use. For the position estimation tasks the inside-out
display was preferred and considered easier to use. This
reflects the data logged during the experiment. It must be
noted that the ratio of indifferent responses is higher for the
questions concerning the positioning tasks than for the
attitude maneuvering tasks.

The in-plane results (Figure 14) show that an estimation
success rate of 100% is achievable using the horizon reference system, whereas merely 60% were the maximum using
the orbit reference system. The mean success rates are 42%

5. REFERENCE SYSTEM EVALUATION RESULTS
Experiment series II tested for the different effects the orbit
and horizon reference systems have in the relative position
estimation task. The 11 participants received about 15
minutes of training to familiarize themselves with the
outside-in attitude HUD and the coordinate systems of the
HUD. After training the participants answered the question
which coordinate system they preferred (Figure 13).

Series II
Preferred Coordinate System after
Training Session
70%
60%
Percentage

The responses show a strong preference for the horizon
reference system, which was expected, since with Earth in
view, this reference system is the most intuitive of the three.
The docking reference system was only used during the
training session and was not part of the ensuing experiment
run, since by its nature is not capable of assisting the operator in estimating positions relative to the orbital plane.

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

The participants were then shown a PowerPoint slideshow
with 20 scenarios similar to the ones used in the third
experiment of series I. In order to reduce experiment complexity, the attitude HUD used was exclusively the outsidein representation, reflecting the results of experiment series
I. In ten scenarios the orbit reference system was used, in
the further ten the horizon reference system. The participants had to qualitatively estimate the target’s position in
relation to the interceptor within the orbital plane (for-

0%
Orbit

Coordinate System
22%

Horizon

67%

Docking

11%

Figure 13 – Series II: Reference coordinate systems
preferences after the initial training session
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Mean

42%

Success Rate

Success Rate

Series II
In‐Plane Relative Position Estimation
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Horizon
Orbit Reference
Reference
System
System
Max.
60%
100%
Min.
10%
10%
54%

40%

Min.

0%

0%

Mean

17%

25%

Success Rate

10%

Mean

36%

44%

This trend is also visible in the statistics for total estimation
success (Figure 16). Using the horizon reference system,
participants were more often able to correctly identify the
relative position of the target, with a maximum of 60% and
a mean of 25%. These low numbers also show the difficulty
of the task and the need for other assistance systems beyond
the attitude HUD for proximity operations maneuver planning.

Series II
Total Relative Position Estimation

Max.

20%

attitude references available in the scenario seems to increase the participants’ ability to orient themselves in space
and thus also enhance their situation awareness.

For the more difficult out-of-plane position estimation task
(Figure 15), the maximum success rate in both reference
systems was 70%. However, the mean success rate shows a
slight superiority of the horizon reference system, with 44%
as compared to 36% with the orbit reference system. This is
surprising, since it was expected that estimating the out-ofplane component would be facilitated by the system using
the actual orbital plane as the main reference. The fact that
the horizon reference system corresponds with the natural

Horizon
Reference
System
60%

70%

Min.

Figure 15 – Series II: Out-of-plane relative position
estimation success rate

for the orbit reference system, compared to 54% for the
horizon reference system.

Orbit Reference
System
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Reference
System
70%

Orbit Reference
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Figure 14 – Series II: In-plane relative position estimation success rate
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6. TRAJECTORY PREDICTION HUD EVALUATION
RESULTS
The third experiment series comprised the most complex
task for the participants. The interceptor was placed at
distances of 200 m and 500 m from a target (represented by
a model of the Hubble Space Telescope). The participants
had to approach the target, being supported by the 2D, 3D
orbit and 3D vessel trajectory predictions. Each participant
had to complete five approaches with each of the prediction
displays. An approach was considered successful if the
interceptor was stopped within a sphere with radius 20 m
surrounding the center of mass of the target, with the rotation rates being reduced to zero. The relative velocity
tolerance was ±0.05 m/s, the rotation rate tolerance
±0.0285°/s.
The test was run with 12 participants (the maneuver data of
two of them was lost due to a malfunction of the Simulink
logger and could not be recovered). The participants first
individually trained using a single scenario, in order to get
familiarized with the translation controls of the joystick, the

Figure 16 – Series II: Total relative position estimation
success rate
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ble results, it was decided to discard all approaches during
which the maximum time between samples was larger than
0.2 s, resulting in a minimum sampling rate of 5 Hz. For the
2D display, 11 out of 50 runs were thus discarded, for 3D
orbit 14 of 50, for 3D vessel 11 of 50. The remaining
maneuver data was furthermore separated according to the
initial distance to target. The 200 m and 500 m runs were
randomly distributed for each prediction display, resulting
in a distribution of 200 m: 500 m cases of 27:12 for 2D,
23:13 for 3D orbit, and 19:20 for 3D vessel.

Series III
Preferred Predictive Display after
Training Session
70%
60%
Percentage

50%
40%
30%
20%

The first surprising result of the experiment series was that
on the 200 m approach every participant was able to successfully complete every approach maneuver. On the 500 m
approach there was one failure both using the 2D and 3D
vessel prediction displays. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the
times required to complete the 200 m and 500 m approaches. The mean times are almost equal between the three
display options, both for the short and the long initial
distances.

10%
0%

Predictive Display
18%

2D
3D Orbit

18%

3D Vessel

64%

Figure 19 – Series III: Trajectory prediction display
preferences after training session.

It is also interesting to note that it took the participants
almost exactly as long to complete the 500 m approach as it
did the 200 m. This is explained by the fact that the participants accelerated longer in the long-range scenarios, resulting in an average relative velocity of almost twice the value
for the 500 m approaches.

trajectory prediction displays, as well as the maneuvering
task. At the end of the training session, the participants were
asked their prediction display preferences (see Figure 19).
64% of the participants preferred the 3D vessel display over
the others. This preference was expected since the 3D vessel
display was considered by the authors to be the most intuitively accessible display.

The statistics of the total translation impulse expended
during the approaches show a slightly worse performance
for the 2D display at 200 m (Figure 20). Such an effect is
not evident at 500 m initial distance, at which the total
translation impulse for all three display versions is almost
equal (Figure 21).

Series III
200 m Approach Maneuver Completion
Time
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50
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478.19
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Min.
92.69
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94.27
Mean

214.97

192.59

Time [s]

Time [s]

During the actual experiment runs, the Simulink logging
model again developed problems which were not noted until
after the completion of the experiment series. This resulted
in varying data sampling rates. In order to obtain compara-
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500 m Approach Maneuver Completion
Time
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Min.
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Figure 17 - Series III: Time [s] to complete 200 m approach

217.88

237.49
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Figure 18 - Series III: Time [s] to complete 500 m approach
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Figure 20 - Series III: Total translation impulse expense
[s] on 200 m approach

Series III
200 m Approach Total Rotation
Maneuver Impulse

25

Series III
500 m Approach Total Rotation
Maneuver Impulse

20
Impulse [s]

20
Impulse [s]

42.66

(see Figure 26). The 3D vessel display was still preferred
over the 3D orbit display, but came in second after the 2D
system. This difference is not justified by the maneuver
data. Participants stated that the advantages of the 2D
display were its clear presentation and the fact that the
attitude HUD was in view alongside it. The 3D displays had
the general disadvantage of being more difficult to understand due to the 3D content being projected onto the 2D
plane and due to the low resolution of the Orbiter drawing
functions. With the 3D orbit display it was not possible to
discern the spacecraft attitude rates. These were however

It is therefore concluded that there exists no difference in
operator performance due to the trajectory prediction display version. However, the participants voiced strong
preferences after the training session. It is interesting to note
that these preferences changed after the experiment runs

15
10

15
10
5

5
0

44.47

Figure 21 - Series III: Total translation impulse expense
[s] on 500 m approach

The measured data for total impulse for rotation maneuvers
(Figure 22 and Figure 23), as well as relative velocity at the
20 m mark (Figure 24 and Figure 25), which is an indicator
for the required braking thrust and thus the severity of
plume impingement, is just as inconclusive.
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Figure 23 - Series III: Total rotation impulse expense [s]
on 500 m approach

Figure 22 - Series III: Total rotation impulse expense [s]
on 200 m approach
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Figure 25 – Series III: Approach velocity [m/s] at 20 m
mark on 500 m approach

Figure 24 – Series III: Approach velocity [m/s] at 20 m
mark on 200 m approach
visible in the 3D vessel display. A problem the 2D and 3D
displays shared was missing scale indicators with which to
measure distances.

7. ADAPTATIONS TO THE THIRD EYE USER
INTERFACE
The Third Eye situation awareness enhancement system is
designed to improve the operator’s awareness of his surroundings and the relative situation between interceptor and
target during proximity operations. For this purpose, it uses
a robotic camera arm mounted on the interceptor to provide
adaptive vantage points of the space between the spacecraft.
The video streams from the camera arm and from a busfixed camera are displayed in a graphical operator interface,
along with a 3D representation of the posture of the camera
arm, an attitude HUD and a trajectory prediction. Refer to
[11] for a more detailed overview of the Third Eye system.

Percentage

Series III
Preferred Predictive Display after
Experiment Session
50%
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Mean

3
1

1
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Due to the results of this study, the Third Eye HUD system
will use an outside-in attitude HUD referenced to the local
orbital plane. Although the horizon reference system proved
superior in the experiments, the orbit system was chosen for
the reason that the hardware-in-the-loop simulation environment at LRT only supports in-plane movement. The
features added to the attitude HUD due to participant comments during the experiment runs are: pitch and yaw rate
indicator strips and numerical displays; a roll angle scale,
roll rate indicator strip and numerical display; as well as a
numerical display for target relative velocity. Since in
teleoperation via a single data relay satellite the operator
will have to cope with about 0.53 s signal roundtrip time
delay, the attitude angle and rate indicators are provided
twice. Once in green, showing the commanded attitude and
rates based on the operator input. Once in red, showing the
actual angles and rates as received in spacecraft telemetry.
The operator uses the commanded display for actual guidance, while the feedback display is used as a reference.

36%

Figure 26 – Series III: Trajectory prediction display
preferences after experiment runs
Based on these comments it was decided to further refine
the 3D vessel display before integrating it into the Third Eye
user interface.
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The trajectory prediction display variants designed for
supporting approach maneuvers generate no differences in
operator performance when compared against each other.
However, operator perception accredits the 2D and 3D
vessel displays with higher usability than the 3D orbit
display. The 3D vessel display is therefore to be further
detailed and refined in the future.

The trajectory prediction display is provided in a separate
window to the left of the camera views. The 3D vessel
system is implemented with some changes compared to the
experimental version in Orbiter. The 3D axes are no longer
projected onto the 2D plane but actually drawn in 3D using
OpenGL drawing functions. The display scale is adapted
with the target distance in order to fully use the available
space. The horizontal and vertical planes are visible in light
gray, with the scale indicated on the rim. The target symbol
size is changed with the distance to target. The target and
the predicted trajectory are provided twice, to account for
the signal time delay. As with the attitude HUD, the commanded trajectory and predicted target position are drawn in
green, the actual position in red.

9. SUMMARY
This paper provided a brief overview of the experimental
proximity operations HUD developed at LRT. It then
proceeded to describe the evaluation experiments conducted
to determine which HUD configuration is most beneficial
for operator performance. The results of these experiments
are discussed and some conclusions are drawn for future
development and research work. Furthermore, the adaptations of the HUD made when incorporating it into the Third
Eye situation awareness enhancement operator interface are
detailed.

This Third Eye HUD is used in the docking experiments
evaluating the Third Eye system and the feasibility of
teleoperated docking to an uncooperative target.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The user studies conducted for this paper show that the
availability of an attitude HUD greatly facilitates teleoperated attitude maneuvering in an orbital environment. An
outside-in attitude representation is furthermore superior to
an inside-out display in supporting operator attitude maneuvering performance.
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